Encoders

optical Encoder, digital outputs,
3 channels, 1000 - 10000 lines per revolution

For combination with
DC-Micromotors
Brushless DC-Motors

These incremental encoders with 3 output channels, in combination with the FAULHABER Motors, are used for the indication and control of both shaft velocity and direction of rotation as well as for positioning.

With a reflective code disc two square wave signals with 90° phase shift and one index impulse per motor revolution are generated.

The optical measurement principle allows high accuracy and repeatability for positioning applications. The high resolution encoder provides up to 4096 lines per revolution. In combination with the brushless DC-Servomotors BX4 with diameter 22 mm up to 6800 lines per revolution are available.

In combination with the brushless DC-Servomotors BX4 with diameter 32 mm up to 10000 lines per revolution are available.

The encoder is connected via a ribbon cable. The pins are compatible to the FAULHABER Encoder IE3.

To view our large range of accessory parts, please refer to the “Accessories” chapter.
Option no.: 3807 for combination with DC-Micromotors series CXR, CR and with brushless DC-Servomotor series BP4.
Note: inclusive motor connector 3830.

Caution:
Incorrect lead connection will damage the motor electronics!

Option

- Connector variants AWG 28 / PVC ribbon cable with connector MOLEX Picoblade 51021-0600, recommended mating connector 53047-0610.
  - Option no.: 3807 for combination with DC-Micromotors series CXR, CR and with brushless DC-Servomotor series BP4.
  - Option no.: 3592 for combination with Brushless DC-servomotors series BX4.
  - Note: inclusive motor connector 3830.

Full product description

- Example: 22375012CXR IER3-1024
  - 22325024BX4 IER3-6800 3592

Dimensional drawing A

Example of combination with 2237...CXR

IER3-1000...4096
Dimensional drawing B

Example of combination with 2342...CR
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Dimensional drawing C

Example of combination with 3863...CR
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Dimensional drawing D

Example of combination with 2232...BX4
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